Abstract. Dynamic networks are ubiquitous in the world. So far, many dynamic network models have been developed in search of network growth mechanisms at the node and edge levels. Especially, a number of fitness models have been employed for analysis of fitness (i.e. a node's inherent ability or characteristics) and popularity eects on growing networks. However, these models are not suitable for comparing the magnitude of the fitness and popularity eects. We propose a statistical dynamic network model called a fitness-popularity dynamic network (FPDN) model, where fitness and popularity eects are on equal footing. These eects are estimated under the FPDN model and the estimation procedure are applied to the network data, Flickr following, Facebook wallpost, and arXiv citation. The estimates of the two eects seem to represent the characters of the three networks with noteworthy interpretations. It is interesting to see that the popularity of a node negatively aects the growth of the in-degree of the node for the arXiv citation network while the eect is positive for the other networks.
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Among the network growth models, there has been active modeling of the richget-richer phenomenon. Barabási and Albert proposed the BA model [12] , which is a simple yet powerful model that explains the rich-get-richer phenomenon through the concept of preferential attachment. Many real networks have the property that popular network users become more popular. Considering YouTube subscription networks, users uploading videos with a large number of subscribers and high views can get more attention than the users who have smaller subscriber volumes. Even if you have the same singing skills, you tend to find more of the videos uploaded by popular people than the videos uploaded by ordinary people. In case of YouTube networks, it is reasonable to think that the rich-get-richer eect will be large because the video clip with greater exposure becomes more popular. On the other hand, in case of Facebook friendship networks, it is presumed that the rich-get-richer phenomenon will be small because it is more likely that a user will become friends with a close friend in the real world than to become friends with a famous person. The phenomenon that a popular person becomes more popular is a characteristic of the network, and it is important to estimate it accurately.
Another noteworthy factor aecting network growth is the nature and capabilities of nodes. Sociable or talented users will usually have a large number of Facebook friends or Twitter followers. Users with good singing skills are likely to have more subscribers than untalented users. If you are a member of a company that does a lot of work, you may receive a lot of emails. In this way, the capability or characteristics of a node greatly aects network changes, and it is important to model the mechanism within a dynamic network. The fitness model (BB model) was developed by Bianconi and Barabási [13] , and it compares how popularity and fitness determine network growth at the node and edge levels. Pham et al [14] proposed PAFit to estimate the fitness and popularity eects in a more elaborate manner. In PAFit, the popularity eect is represented by the preferential attachment rule. The network generation model used in PAFit is the same as that used in the BB model. For edge connections, a newly entering node attempts to connect to a predetermined number of nodes which are present in the network. An edge is created only when a new node enters the network.
The BB model has a limited application in the sense that new connections are contingent on entering nodes only. We can however think of networks where connections take place between nodes present in the network, which looks more common in social networks. We propose a network model for the social networks where connections are possible between old nodes as well as between old and newly entering nodes. Besides the connection mode, we also consider the fitness and popularity of a node in the network model and devise an estimation procedure of the fitness and popularity eects on connection of nodes. We will call the proposed model a fitness-popularity dynamic network (FPDN) model and use this name in the paper. A merit of this model is that the eects can be estimated and interpreted on equal footing under some reasonable conditions on the model. The paper is organized into six sections. In section 2, a brief review is made on preceding works relevant to our model. We present the proposed FPDN model in section 3 and an estimation procedure is described in detail for the model in section 4. In section 5, we apply the FPDN model to real network data for analysis with results in favor of the model. Finally, we close the paper in section 6 with some discussion and concluding remarks.

Related work
The popularity eect is well described as a preferential attachment rule in the BA model. The phenomenon of famous nodes becoming more famous indicates a mechanism for scale-free networks, which is a phenomenon that occurs in many real networks. The fitness model was then developed to consider not only the rich-get-richer eect, but also the characteristics and capabilities of the nodes themselves. Much eort has been devoted to the popularity eect of network growth via preferential attachment [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Several assumptions were in place concerning fitness and preferential attachment, but simultaneous estimation of preferential attachment and fitness was not made. PAFit is the first model by which fitness and preferential attachment are handled simultaneously.
A variety of other statistical network growth models have been developed.
Actor-oriented model
The actor-oriented model [20] [21] [22] [23] was proposed to find which the driving factors during network evolution. There are many possible factors, like activity, reciprocity, and transitivity. It is possible to identify certain eects, but this model is not suitable for representing the ability or eect of individual nodes, because it only counts the number of factors.
Temporal exponential random graph model (TERGM)
TERGM [24] [25] [26] is a temporal version of ERGM (exponential random graph model). The probability that each graph is created is explained by an exponential model with several network-related or node-related variables. However, it is computationally prohibitive to analyze the probability of forming an edge with a large number of nodes in most cases. The FPDN model is a special case of TERGM that includes a latent explanatory variable.
Hidden Markov model
The hidden Markov model [27] assumes that there is a hidden state that has a significant eect on network growth. The stochastic blockmodel [28] is an example of the hidden Markov model, and a dynamic version of the stochastic blockmodel [29] was developed. In this model, the group to which a node belongs is a hidden state. The FPDN model can also be seen as a hidden Markov model with the hidden fitness.
Mixed eect model
The bilinear mixed eect model [30] characterizes the random sender eect and random receiver eect to determine the activity and popularity of various nodes. 
out,N be the indegree and out-degree vectors of G t , respectively. Also, let F t i and U t i denote the fitness and popularity of node i at time t, respectively.
Model description
Let θ t ij be a connection probability from node i to node j at time t. Let E be a set of edges. It is possible to generate a series of networks when θ t ij are assigned to all the possible node pairs (i, j) ∈ E. To analyze the fitness and popularity eects, we express θ t ij in terms of node fitness and popularity. The θ
where
). Note that θ t ij depends upon the fitness and popularity of node j only. In other words, θ t ij may be interpreted as the average of the connection probabilities from all nodes i = j to node j.
We assume that the connection probability depends only on the fitness and popularity of the receiver node. We also assume that the fitness of node j follows the standard normal distribution, i.e.
In order to compare eects between fitness and popularity on equal footing, the node popularities, U
N are standardized. A detailed explanation of the popularity is given in section 3.4. Given an initial network G 0 , the time series data of networks is constructed as follows. At time t = 1, 2, · · · , τ − 1 and for node pair (i, j),
The adjacency matrix A t is simply a matrix version of graph G t . Although self-evident, we will briefly describe the meaning of the coecients in equation (1). The intercept parameter β 0 is used for computing the probability of incoming links when fitness and popularity are zero. Since we use a standardized fitness and popularity, β 0 is closely related to the total number of created links. The fitness coecient β 1 is a measure of fitness eect. A large magnitude of β 1 means that fitness is a significant driver of network growth. The popularity coecient β 2 measures the popularity eect. A positive β 2 value implies that the rich-get-richer eect exists, while a negative β 2 value implies that the rich-get-poorer eect is working in the network. It is important that the magnitude and the sign of β 2 provides a good measure of the rich-get-richer phenomenon.
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It is immediate from equation (1) that the odds of θ t ij is given by θ
The log odds of θ t ij is given by
which gives a much clearer picture of the eect of F j and U
A direct comparison of the magnitudes of fitness and popularity eects is possible in this model. We will return to this with real data in a later section.
Assumptions
Three assumptions are made with regard to the FPDN model. 
Determination of node popularity
The popularity level can be defined in a variety of ways. One can view D in,i as node i's popularity, while others may regard betweenness centrality as a measure of popularity. In this study, we consider D in as the node popularity level in the network. For example, in a Flickr following network, D out is better interpreted as a user activity. The majority of popular people have a large number of followers. D in is a good measure of popularity in this context. To avoid the location-scale eect upon the coecient β 2 , we define the standardized version of D t in as node i's popularity at time t, 
The location-scale eect may deteriorate the interpretation of a given network due to an abnormally small or large estimate of β 2 . Another good reason for this standardization is that the fitness levels are assumed as zero-mean normal random variables.
Estimation
Algorithm
In the FPDN model, a sender node's fitness and popularity does not aect the connection probability. For notational convenience, let
Let n t j be the number of possible connections to receiver node j at time t. If every node can try to connect to node j, then each receiver node can form edges with all the other nodes. In this case, n t j = N − 1. However, nodes in a real network do not have the chance to connect with a large number of nodes within a limited amount of time. Therefore, n t j = N − 1 is unlikely. As aforementioned, the subscript i in θ t ij is dummy and we will write θ t j instead from now on. Since we can regard a connection as the random behavior of a network member, we may consider y 
The probability mass function of Y t j is given by
Using equation (1), we can write the probability density function in terms of the fitness, popularity, and model parameters,
where β = (β 0 , β 1 , β 2 ) and g(x) = 1/(1 + e −x ). It is straightforward to derive the equation
j , using the following equations:
Comparison of fitness and popularity: fitness-popularity dynamic network model
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We regard the fitness levels, F 1 , F 2 , · · · , F N , as missing and apply the EM algorithm to estimate the fitness levels and model parameters. We need the complete data likelihood function, which is given by
By taking a logarithm, the complete data log-likelihood function is given by
In real networks, there may be nodes with zero in-degree. This is similar to empty cells in a contingency table data. It is well known in statistics that we may add a small value to all the cell frequencies without harming the estimation of the cell probabilities. By the same token, we may add a small value to all the node in-degrees for estimation. We added 0.1 in the analysis of data.
E-step.
We define the expected value of the complete data log-likelihood function for node j as
where β (s) is the estimate of β at the sth iteration in the estimation process and
In general, the integral in equation (4) is not given explicitly as a function of β. The Gibbs sampler method discussed in Ibrahim et al [31] is applicable to this kind of problem. The distribution of fitness F j given u j , y j and β (s) can be found using
Since p f j | u j , y j ,β (s) is a log-concave probability density function of f j , an adaptive rejection algorithm [32] can be applied to sampling fitness levels given the data y input : The probability density function p f j | u j , y j ,β (s) and starting points X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x k }. output : Random samples z j1 , z j2 , · · · , z jm from the probability density function 
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Suppose that m(= 500) random values are drawn as
For a suciently large m, the function Q j in equation (4) can be approximated by
Then the expected value of the overall log-likelihood function is approximated as below:
M-step. The M-step consists of maximizing
Q β |β (s) , i.e. findinĝ β (s+1) = argmax β Q β |β (s) .
EM algorithm.
We initialize the parameters β (0) using some values, compute Q β | β (0) in equation (5), and find the value of β (1) that maximizes Q β | β (0) . These E-and M-steps repeat until convergence. This algorithm may yield a locally optimal parameter solution. For this reason, the initial estimate β (0) should be taken with care. In practice, the algorithm works well for moderate β (0) values, such as β (0) = (0, 0, 0). A summary of the EM algorithm is given in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. EM algorithm.
input : The initial parameter β (0) . output : The model parameter estimate β . 1 Initialization: 
where ∇ = (∂/∂β 0 , ∂/∂β 1 , ∂/∂β 2 ) . An estimate of the asymptotic covariance matrix of
. The standard error of β is approximated by the square root of the inverse of the diagonal elements of the right hand side of equation (6).
Fitness estimation.
Once the algorithm converges, the posterior distribution of fitness p f j | u j , y j ,β is obtained. Its mean can be used as an estimate of F j . The estimate can be approximated aŝ
where 
Quality evaluation using synthetic data
We use an artificial model to generate dynamic network data to check validity of our proposed model, FPDN model, and the estimation method.
True model.
We construct time series data of networks with N = 100 and τ = 5.
The true fitness F = (F 1 , F 2 , · · · , F 100 ) is given by
where μ and σ are the mean and the standard deviation of the values, {1, 2, · · · , 100}.
The model parameters are assigned as β = (−4.00, 1.00, 1.00), which corresponds to the FPDN model,
).
Application of the model. The estimation results are
where the values in parentheses are the standard errors of the estimates. The estimates β = (−3.95, 1.02, 1.00), which are close to the true values of β. The fitness estimates F j are shown in figure 1 . We can see in the figure that F j and F j showing the same trend as j increases except for the nodes with extreme fitness levels, which seems to be due to the normality assumption on the fitness levels. This numerical result is well in support of the FPDN model and the estimation procedure.
Real data analysis
We analyzed Flickr following, Facebook wallposts, and arXiv citation networks for their growth properties. These networks were obtained from the network repository 5 [34] . The Flickr following network data was obtained by Mislove et al [35] and we used a part of the data created between November 2, 2006 and May 17, 2007. The nodes are users and the directed edges represent directed friendships. The Facebook wallpost network data was investigated by Viswanath et al [36] . We used a part of the data created between September 14, 2006 and January 21, 2009 . The nodes are users and the directed edges represent who posted Facebook wall messages to whom. The arXiv citation network data was investigated by Leskovec et al [37] and we used a part of the data created between September 30, 1993 and October 9, 1999 . The nodes are papers in arXiv HEP-TH(high energy physics theory) section. The directed edge from i to j is created when a paper i cites paper j. For all these networks, each edge has a time stamp. Basic statistics of the network data are summarized in table 1.
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Time series data of networks were analyzed as follows. First, we choose a set of N = 1000 nodes randomly from each of the data sets in table 1 and construct the initial network G 0 based on the data of edges created up to time T 0 . Next,
were constructed based on the data of edges created up to time T 0 + t∆T . For compariso n of the networks, G t , we set τ = 5, n t j = 300, and N = 1000 for each set of network data. The N nodes were selected in a random manner out of the nodes in the initial time graph, G 0 . As aforementioned, once the N nodes were selected for G 0 , the nodes are used throughout the analysis. We instead used the data of the edges that were bound for the nodes in V 0 from any nodes in the whole network. We simply used the in-degrees of the nodes in V 0 for analysis. Y t j is defined in (2) as the in-degree at node j at time t. We slightly modify Y The analysis results are summarized in table 2. Among the three networks, arXiv Citation is quite dierent from the others. Most strikingly, the popularity eect is negative while it is positive for the other networks. The dierence in the eects is presented in graph in figure 2, which is a graphic display of the in-degrees of the randomly selected 100 nodes at five time points. The fitness levels are indicated in color from blue to red in the ascending order of the level.
In all the three networks, the fitness eect is larger than the popularity eect on the connection probability. The fitness eect is about nine times as strong as the popularity eect in Facebook wallpost. This seems to reflect that users tend to have a relationship with people they know and with those who have similar hobbies, rather than communicating with popular people. Pham et al [14] analyzed the same data set and concluded that fitness dominates over popularity, which is the same as our result here. Note in The in-degrees may be high for the nodes with low fitness levels as is shown in panels (a) and (b) in figure 2. According to the FPDN model, the fitness level has much to do with whether the in-degree is increasing or not but little with the current in-degree. This phenomenon is common in all the three networks. A possible interpretation of the negative popularity eect (−0.57) in an arXiv citation network is that the citation probability of a paper will fade out soon, unless the fitness level of the paper is high enough. But a paper with a high fitness level may maintain its citation probability at a good level.
Concluding remarks
We proposed a network growth model, FPDN model, where the log odds of the connection probability is a linear function of the node fitness and popularity. To avoid the unidentifiability pitfall in estimation for the model, we assumed the standard normality for the fitness levels and the standardized version of the node in-degrees were used for analysis.
We devised an estimation process and it was applied for analysis of real data with reasonable interpretations on the real world networks. The analysis results strongly suggest that the fitness level of a node is a main source of the in-degree increment and that the fitness and popularity eects vary depending upon the service description of the network. For example, as for the arXiv citation network, it was suggested in the data that the citation probability might decrease if the fitness level of a paper was not high enough, whilst it might increase further otherwise. This interpretation of the citation probability of a paper is quite reasonable in practice.
In this paper, we proposed a relatively simple version of network growth model where the fitness level is assumed constant over a period of time. We may allow a variable fitness level for a long period of time if the level refers to a capability of a person or a quality of arts that are updated from time to time. Another possible relaxation on the fitness level is the normality assumption. We may consider a more general version of distributional assumption on it so that a wide variety of network data could be analyzed via the proposed model. These issues are currently under investigation by the authors of this work.
